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A common piece of infrastructure 
connects 2 stations at a regional scale

Can a common piece of infrastructure at a local 
scale be engineered to initate intermodalities?

Progressive Switch

Mumbai Metro Master plan

Extensive Skywalk 
Infrastructure

Metro line 1
Metro line 2A
Metro line 2B
Metro line 3
Metro line 4
Metro line 6
Metro line 7
Metro line 8

Major attractors and their reach from stationsStation catchment areas Land AvailabilityWestern line with daily station ridership

Hypothesis

Components of the Progressive Switch

500m radius 
(Metro Stations)

800m radius 
(Western 
line Stations)

1500m radius 
(Inter-city stations)

300m radius 
(Monorail Stations)

Potential new intechange nodes

Walkability in Mumbai
52.4% walking trips 14.8million
Average trip length (as of 2008) 1.4kms

Linear Residual Spaces
Vacant Parcels
Encroachments
Railway yards and workshops
Closed factory0 2kmN

A Progressive Switch
Initiating Inter-modalities in Mumbai through a 

common infrastructure
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Programmed Conduits

Civic Container Productive Surfaces

Sky Plaza “Ulta Chata”

Water Square

The following figures are officially recorded station riderships 

along the 18 considered stations for this research. With 

highest riderships along the northern suburban stations.

The new Metro Master plan as per the latest official revisions 

produced by MMRDA, with additions of upto 170kms of 

new metro infrastructure taking over the city.

Along with serving local neighbourhoods, 3 stations 

on western line also serve inter-city trains with Bandra 

Terminus in the middle as a major hub for inter-city travel 

within the country. 

Based on different catchment areas of exisiting and 

proposed transit facilities and major attractors around the 

city, new potential nodes can be created within compact 

distances. 

On-street walkability to nearby stations and major attractors 

from the western line stations becomes a key criteria in 

assessing the potentials of possible station areas. 

Land availability plays a crucial role in developing this 

model, especially land abutting the western rail corridor. 

Several possibilities arise when these parcels of land are 

unlocked for new development purposes. 

Much like Metro line 1 at a regional level and as a common piece of 

infrastructure  (not considering its size,shape and form) is able to 

connect two stations on different rail lines, can a 3rd party led common 

piece of infrastructure be developed and deployed at a strategic location 

on a neighbourhood level to facilitate and initiate intermodalities and 

interconnectivities between and within different modes of transport? 

• Good opportunities for 
accessing different facilities

• Inter-city train station terminus 
and another station for local 
trains (2 plus)

• New developing economic/
residential centrality as BKC

• Availability of land
• River as a future waterfront zone

• Existing + New developming 
economic and entertainment 
centralities

• Lack of easy inter-modal opportunities
• Availability of land
• Compactness of urban fabric making it 

easier for accessibility
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With a much needed intereference and an opportunity to capitalise on the new, under-

construction, metro master plan, this project sets out to hypothesise whether a common 

3rd party-led infrastructure engineered and positioned at a strategic location between 

fragmented interactions of different modes of transport can help initiate intermodalities. 

Based on a notion of 'progressive switch', the aim of this new customised model of 

intermodality is to be able to spatially integrate multiple modes of transport and generate 

new interconnectivities at a neighbourhood level, which in turn and by extension, at a 

regional level, can potentially create new flows of people, goods, activities and centralities. 
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Elevated Metro line 2B

Existing Bandra 
Western Station

Existing Bandra 
skywalk modified

Bandra East 
Interchange 
arrival hall

Vertical development 
on top of civic 
containers

Rooftop garden above 
civic containers

Spatial join maintaining 
a direct connection 
between metro and 
suburban stations

Extruding skyplaza 
providing an 
opportunity for 
developers 

Maintaining direct 
elevated connection 
between 2 stations

Bandra Metro Station

Bandra Metro 
interchange arrival hall

Surrounding development 
opportunities with 3 to 3.5 
FAR and 60% plot coverage 

Intermediate transport stop

Bandra Metro Station

Skyplaza

Outdoor productive 
landscape

Civic Containers

Bandra western 
station

Bandra east 
interchange arrival 
hall

Bandra metro arrival hall
Intercity+local bus 
depot+other intermediate 
transport

Metro line 2B

Modified existing 
skywalk

New vertical development

Vertical ciruclation

Roof top gardens

Proposed diagonal 
elevated connection

Vertical Circulation

Above-ground circulation

At-grade circulation

Elevated Covered 
Skywalk 

Widened skywalk extension 
with posssible seating 
facilities, lower level 
connection, information, 
signage and ticket counter 
provisions

Intercity+local bus 
depot serving for vareity 
of commuters

At-grade street 
level connection 
providing for a 
space to congregate 

Above ground 
landscaped 
gardens

Auto-rickshaw, taxi 
stands. Bike parking and 
bike sharing facilities

Extension of the skywalk 
connecting south bound 
station platform with the 
metro interchange arrival 
hall.

Civic Containers offering 
and appealing to 
different audiences from 
neighbourhood commuters to 
wider city level population. 

Skyplaza, as a surface 
on an elevated level, can 
provide for developers to fit 
a development strategically 
so as to initate a thorough 
circulation between 
infrastructures

As surfaces, these 
spaces provide for 
a flexibililty in use 
for varying different 
purposes

As extensions of the interchange, 
it provides external spaces 
for people to gather around, 
in turn creating development 
opportunities around them

Second level interchange 
arrival hall becomes the 
landing point for commuters 
travelling via metro line 2b

Bandra east interchange 
arrival hall can receive 
and disperse commuters 
travelling from around 
the neighbourhood.

Second level volume of 
space is designed in a 
way that it sets up as 
a 'platform' for future 
vertical development on 
top.

Spatial Join Programmed Conduits Civic Container Productive Surfaces

Density of flows of people

New flows created through Metros

Metro lines
Switch
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Popularity of Destinations
New destinations
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If, at a local level, this new infrastructure is able 
to facilitate interconnectivities within urban 
mobility, at a regional level, by extension, it 
is able to produce new streams of flows of 
people, goods and activities. A convenient 
modal intergration can lead to commuters 
choosing alternate modes of transport within 
the city, resulting in new potential commuter 
flows. 

If the new switch is engineered and positioned 
at highly strategic nodes along the network, 
designed with utmost sensitivity to the 
immediate local context can, together with 
new metro lines, unlock new realms of 
opportunities  

The depiction of a future scenario is laid out in 
a way that begins to generate an imagination of 
different possibilities once all eight metro lines 
and the interchange facilities (the progressive 
switch) are in place.  

Proposed Progressive Switch in Bandra Station area IEAP1383


